Elementary Vinyl
Collection
frontierdesignflooring.com.au

Why choose Frontier Design Flooring?
Frontier Design Flooring offers the latest in style and quality. With a
diverse range of modern designs, fashionable colours, and superior
construction, you can create your dream interior. Whatever size space
you have, the range has been carefully designed for maximum versatility,
making them ideal for residential applications. Featuring simple, reliable
installation systems and offering high moisture resistance, we guarantee
outstanding performance and your satisfaction for many years to come.
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Flooring That is Built to Last
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Designed for durability

Lifetime Structure Guarantee

Elementary Vinyl flooring is extremely hard
wearing, low maintenance, and guaranteed
to perform for many years to come.

We guarantee against any structural defects,
warping, twisting, or buckling of planks and tiles
for the life of your floor.

Perfect for high traffic areas

We understand that flooring is a big investment,
which is why we provide warranties to protect
the surface and structural integrity of your floor
for extra peace of mind.

Elementary Vinyl is built to withstand the hustle
and bustle of everyday life making it perfect for
residential households.

The Elementary Vinyl Collection
Plank Size: 2.0 x 177.8 x 1219.2mm
The Elementary Vinyl Flooring collection boasts eight beautiful timber styles and four modern
stone-look tiles, which are on-trend and all the rage with homeowners and designers alike.
Easy to install and maintain, each design features natural woodgrain and authentic stone
patterns for extra realism to give your space that premium touch without blowing the budget.
Walnut

Dark Oak

Grey Oak

Rich Oak

Light Oak

White Oak

Classic Oak

Silver Oak

*colours may vary

Platinum

The Elementary Vinyl Tile Collection
Tile Size: 2.0 x 304.8 x 609.6mm
Azure Grey

*colours may vary

Iron Grey

Platinum

Oyster

Plank Construction
Plank Size: 2.0 x 177.8 x 1219.2mm
Urethane lacquer coating
For scratch & wear resistance
0.30mm Clear PVC wear layer
For protection of décor film
High resolution décor paper
with timber print
High quality, virgin PVC
Fibreglass for optimal stability
PVC backing

Hard wearing

The look and feel of real timber

Elementary Vinyl is built tough with a 100%
virgin PVC core for enhanced dimensional
stability and Polyurethane coating for increased
scratch and wear resistance.

Elementary Vinyl Planks feature realistic
embossing that follows the natural wood grain,
and come in the same size as traditional timber
boards for an authentic timber floor look.

Easy to clean and maintain

10 year Surface Guarantee

Elementary Vinyl takes the hard work out of floor
maintenance. It’s easier to clean than real stone
or timber, and will retain its stunning premium
looks for longer.

Our warranty will protect your floor against any
defects or wear and tear in the surface for up to
10 years.

Quick and easy installation
Our Elementary Vinyl planks use a simple gluedown installation system for a seamless looking
timber or stone floor.

Sustainable flooring that leaves a lighter footprint

Awarded certificate of compliance (COC). For Best Practice PVC by Bureau Veritas for all Frontier Hybrid
and Vinyl Plank flooring products. Backed by the Sensitive Choice program, our Vinyl Plank products are
phthalate-free & low in VOC’s, contributing to cleaner indoor air quality.

Recommends the Best in Adhesives
to install your Vinyl Floors.

When installing Frontier Flooring Vinyl Planks, we recommend using the
Nexus 870 adhesive. A true hard-set Vinyl Adhesive, proven and tested to work
in combination with our Vinyl Plank Flooring a high-quality adhesive ensuring
a high-quality finish. Available in 4L and 15L tubs.
For more information or to order Nexus Adhesives, you can email us at
customerservice@dunlopflooring.com.au or call us on 1800 622 293
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For more information on warranty
and care & maintenance, contact
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